
Involvement in Secure Services



Aims Of involvement

The aim of my involvement in the trust is to make it a better service 

for our service users, within secure services.                                  

We wanted our voice heard within the service as without a voice we 

could not improve the service.

So I got involved within the service and  have now seen  changes   

made for the better for our service users.   



What I Did
I have been involved in the trust as a service user for a number of 

years and attended a lot of meetings internal and external, all over 

the country.

These meetings that I have attended were to have a voice and 

improve service the meetings I have attended were as follows.

 Quag

 Restrictive Practices

 Ovon/Newspaper

 Recovery and outcomes working group

 Events Committee

 Ridgeway Recovery Awards

 Nursing awards

 Making a difference awards

 Agm's

 Service user awards 



 Conferences

 Kaizen Events

 Regional Recovery Steering group (Wakefield )

 Leadership course (York)

 Involvement Opportunities

 Recovery college co produced and co facilitated



Achievements

Since I have been involved with the trust there have been a number

of changes within restrictive practices.

Every service user is individual risk assessed and on one ward 

there was a pilot in place for the use of mobile phones these are 

just basic hand held devices text and talk there are not allowed to 

take off the ward.

This has been a successful and has now been  rolled out throughout 

the low secure services within Ridgeway.

Also the Rub down and searches have been relaxed as these are also

risked assessed,we have just recently have the internet on the ward

but unfortunately we have had this restricted to a limited number of 

sites after the pilot scheme did not work with all access to the internet.



So we have what you call a white list where other sites can be added,

if requested by service users but aleast we have achieved getting the 

Internet.

I have also been on judging panels for the trust such as the making a

difference awards for the staff and the nursing awards, this was a big 

achievement in itself as service users would not have been involved in 

these years ago, I have also been on the interview panels to recruit 

new staff members for the trust.

I have done various presentations which give me a sense of 

achievement and help with my recovery journey.

We have a recovery awards within Ridgeway which is to recognised 

service users that don't often get recognition.

This has been a success every year and its just like been at the oscars.



We have also have a recovery college within ridgeway and has been a

success to all our service users.

I have been to Wakefield for the regional Humber north Yorkshire

and north east steering group which is held at sandal rugby club.

There has been conferences held at Birmingham that I have attended,

I have also been to Silverstone race course for the service users as I 

was one of the judges at the event.

At the making a difference awards I was also a judge and it was the first

time service users were allowed to be involved in this event it was a 

good experience I am now a member of the trust and do a lot of 

Involvement opportunities for the trust.

I have also done a talk at the trust annual AGM at the riverside stadium

about my involvement.   



Finally
As a service user for many years I have seen changes within the trust

happen within the past 2 years, the blanket bans have now gone.

The service users feel more relaxed without them and do a lot more

things without been told there can't all this has come about because our

voice is been heard throughout the trust.

This is helping other service users progress further  towards their

recovery journey.

By 

Service user

Joe Blake


